This paper answers the research question: how can we model and understand the ways in which users actually interact with software, given that usage styles vary from user to user, and even from use to use for an individual user. Our first contribution is to introduce two new probabilistic, admixture models, inferred from sets of logged user traces, which include observed and latent states. The models encapsulate the temporal and stochastic aspects of usage, the heterogeneous and dynamic nature of users, and the temporal aspects of the time interval over which the data was collected (e.g. one day, one month, etc.). A key concept is activity patterns, which encapsulate common observed temporal behaviours shared across a set of logged user traces. Each activity pattern is a discrete-time Markov chain in which observed variables label the states; latent states specify the activity patterns. The second contribution is how we use parametrised, probabilistic, temporal logic properties to reason about hypothesised behaviours within an activity pattern, and between activity patterns. Different combinations of inferred model and hypothesised property afford a rich set of techniques for understanding software usage. The third contribution is a demonstration of the models and temporal logic properties by application to user traces from a software application that has been used by tens of thousands of users worldwide.
Introduction
Software developers cannot always anticipate how users will use their software: actual usage styles may be quite different from what the system designers envisaged, and/or they may change over time. Moreover users are heterogeneous: they may adopt different usage styles for the same software, furthermore, each individual user may move between different styles, from one interaction session to another, or even during a session. This may be for a variety of contextual reasons, for example, time of day, time since last session, length of session, purpose of engagement, environment (e.g. on a train or at a desk) or device (PC, tablet, wearable). The research question we address is how can we model and understand the ways in which users actually interact with a software system, over time?
When the software system is instrumented and we have time series data about sequences of user-initiated events from logged user traces (i.e., observed variables), the question can be refined to: how can we abstract data-driven models and then analyse them with the purpose of discovering, evaluating, and communicating meaningful patterns of usage (i.e., hidden or latent variables)? The aim of this paper is to show that new types of probabilistic models, inferred from logged user traces, and analysis using probabilistic temporal logic properties, provides a novel and effective solution.
First, we consider models and we define two new probabilistic models that encapsulate temporal and dynamic aspects of software usage. Existing models such as first-order hidden Markov models are not suitable because in addition to the relationships between latent and observed variables we also have relationships between observed states from each user trace. A key new concept is activity patterns, which encapsulate observed temporal behaviours. Each activity pattern is a discrete-time Markov chain in which observed variables label the states. We define two new parametrised, admixture discrete-time Markov models that are based on a finite number K of activity patterns (the mixture components). The new models include both observed and latent states: the former are within the activity patterns and the latter specify the activity patterns. The models are data-driven and we segment logged data into time series data encapsulating different usage time intervals, e.g. interactions over first month, second month, third month. We use maximum-likelihood parameter estimation techniques for inferring model parameters from different time series data.
Second, we consider model analysis using probabilistic temporal logics. We define classes of temporal properties (over observed and latent states) in the probabilistic temporal logics PCTL and PCTL* [1] . These properties encapsulate hypotheses about indicative temporal behaviours within an activity pattern, and between activity patterns. We encode the models and properties in the PRISM model checker [2] for automated reasoning. Combinations of different model and property, over different time intervals, afford a rich set of techniques for discovering, evaluating, and communicating patterns of usage. Additionally, we analyse by inspection of the distributions over activity patterns. Fig. 1 summarises our approach. It is important to note we are not inferring the underlying software structure, which is determined by the designed functionality of the software. We are investigating the differing generating processes of software usage over a dynamic, heterogeneous population of users. The logged data are user-initiated events. We identify basic common traits of usage emerging within a population of users and classify users as admixtures of basic traits. In statistical modelling, in a mixture model each user trace is mapped to one single behavioural trait, whereas in admixture models each user trace has a distribution over all behavioural traits. To the best of our knowledge, inferring admixture temporal structures has not been described in prior work outside our group.
In summary, the contributions of the paper are:
• two new admixture latent state Markov models: population admixture model (PAM) and generalised population admixture model (GPAM),
• flattened form of the GPAM model as discrete-time Markov chain and encoding in the probabilistic model checker PRISM,
• probabilistic temporal logic properties that can be applied to either or both an activity pattern or/and a generalised population admixture model,
• guidance on interpretation and comparison of analysis results for combinations of PAM and GPAM models and the temporal logic properties,
• a demonstration of the approach through application to data sets from a user-intensive mobile software application that has been used by tens of thousands of users worldwide.
In the next section we describe how logged data is segmented into time series data. In Sect. 3 we discuss the requirements for models of software usage and in Sect. 4 we define the PAM and GPAM models and parameter inference. In Sect. 5 we define two classes of temporal logic properties: single activity pattern and multiple activity pattern properties, and in Sect. 6 we discuss how to interpret and compare results across different models, noting that the inference process can generate the activity patterns in different orders, for each model. In Sect. 7 we introduce our example interactive software, the mobile application AppTracker [3] , which has been downloaded more than 35,000 times. Section 8 gives an overview of our analysis results, using PAM and GPAM models, single and multiple activity pattern properties, and distributions over activity patterns in PAM models. We reflect on our results, our contribution and related work in Sect. 9, and conclude in Sect. 10.
From raw logged data to user traces
We assume that the users' interactions with software are logged via features embedded in the software. For instance we used the SGLog framework [4] to collect records in a MySQL database about the user, the device, the event that took place and the timestamp. We are interested only in the events leading to a switch between views within the software, hence these events are determined by the software functionality and they give an appropriate level of abstraction. We processed the logs to obtain discrete time series data of timestamped user-initiated events for each device unique identifier. We call such discrete time series user traces with the caveat that each user trace corresponds to a unique device identifier since a user may be running the same software on several devices. In the remainder of this paper, we conflate devices with users.
Assume we have a population of M user traces {α 1 , . . ., α M }, and n pairwise distinct event labels {l 1 , . . . , l n } occurring in these traces. While it is not fundamental to our approach, we assume here that logged interactions include two distinguished events UseStart and UseStop that denote the beginning and end of each user interaction session respectively. A session begins with the application being launched or being brought to the foreground, and ends when the application is closed or sent to the background. Assuming there are no logging errors (or at least such errors are fixed during a data cleaning process), each user trace is a concatenation of sessions. We expect to discard trivial user traces such as traces containing only session start and end UseStart and UseStop event labels, or containing only fewer than five sessions.
In summary, each user trace is a temporal ordering of events that contains a variable number of sessions, and each session is a variable-length sequence of timestamped events.
Because we have timestamps for session start and end, we can segment a set of traces according to intervals of the form Segmented data sets of user traces form the basis of our data-driven modelling and analysis approach; we now consider models of usage behaviour that we infer from the data sets.
On data-driven models of software usage
Our experience indicates that the most useful usage models depend not (only) on static attributes such as the location, gender, age of users, but on the dynamic behavioural patterns we observe through logged interactions. This means we are interested in more than a "bag of words" approach [5] to the representation of user behaviours: we require models that expose the temporal relationships between events and behavioural patterns, for sets of users.
Motivated by [6, 7] , we start from the assumption of the existence of a common set of behavioural patterns that can be estimated from all observed user traces, and that by allowing them to interleave, we can account for more complex individual and population behaviour. This means we require statistical models that allow us to focus on activity patterns of software usage, and their occurrence within heterogeneous populations of users, rather than simply within individuals. We expect activity patterns to be dynamic in the sense that the observed pattern changes over time, both for an individual user and for a population. For example, each individual user may move between different patterns, from one interactive session to another, or even during a session.
The key questions when defining and selecting usage models are: how do we model each activity pattern and how do we model the multiple generating processes, i.e. the interleavings, within a population? In the following we discuss these questions informally; in Section 4 we give formal definitions of discrete-time Markov models, hidden Markov models, and the new admixture Markov models we use in our analysis.
Activity patterns
The simplest and most common statistical models for time dependent sequences of words (such as our user traces) are first order Markov chains, and we will use these to model activity patterns. Since we consider events generated sequentially in discrete time as opposed to continuous time, activity patterns are formally modelled as discrete-time Markov chains defined as follows.
Let A be a finite set of atomic propositions. A first-order discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC), is a tuple (S, s, P, L) where: S is the set of states; s ∈ S is the initial state, P : S × S → [0, 1] is the transition probability function (or matrix) such that for all states s ∈ S we have s ∈S P(s, s ) = 1; L : S → 2 A is a labelling function associating to each state s in S a set of valid atomic propositions from the set A. The Markovian property means we consider only (memoryless) relationships between states, and first-order means modelling relationships between pairs of adjacent symbols (events) in the user traces. Markovian models are computationally tractable. We note that first-order Markov models have been used for modelling in many related problems such as: human navigation on the Web [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] where states correspond to visited webpages, usability analysis [13] where states correspond to button presses in general, mobile applications [14, 15] where states correspond to device screen events, human interactions with a search engine [16] , human-human interactions in social group meetings [17] .
While higher-order Markov models could deliver higher modelling accuracy, they could also increase complexity because they encode tuples of states; note that any higher-order model can be encoded as a first-order Markov models. We employ first-order models for activity patterns because the words (event labels) in the user traces correspond directly to states in the Markov chain, we do not know a priori which tuples of states are likely to be most significant or which higher order would give most benefit, and the temporal logic properties will allow us to reason over paths within (and between) activity patterns.
Multiple generating processes
We have more than a clustering problem: each user trace is not modelled by one activity pattern, but at different points in time it may be modelled by a different activity pattern. We therefore take an admixture approach. The admixture concept derives from genetics and the analysis of populations where individuals have mixed ancestry: in mixture models each individual has a probability of inheriting a trait, while in admixture models each individual inherits a fraction of his/her traits from ancestors. Here we use the more general terminology of component, rather than trait.
We define two new admixture models, each of a fixed number, K , of components. The components are activity patterns and each of them is generated by a different process. We can also say that for each admixture model we have a K -way categorical variable (whose values range from 1 to K ) with each value k, 1 ≤ k ≤ K , denoting an activity pattern. Each activity pattern has the same set of underlying states, but the transition probabilities between states are different in each activity pattern.
Latent variable models
The standard latent variable model is the hidden Markov model [18] 1] is the transition probability matrix, such that for all x ∈ X we have x ∈X A(x, x ) = 1; 1] is the observation probability matrix, such that for all x ∈ X we have y∈Y B(x, y) = 1.
One can regard HMMs as a generalisation of mixture models in which the hidden variables define the mixture components. However, in our context, this would mean observed states (i.e., the user-generated events) would be in the components, i.e. the activity patterns, and HMMs express relationships only between latent states, and not between observed states. Thus HMMs are not suitable for our purposes. But the distinction between latent and observed is useful: we just require a more nuanced approach to components and their combination, building on the distinction between observed states for activity patterns and unobserved variables for mixing. We will define two new models that meet this requirement.
In summary, to encapsulate the behaviours of dynamic and heterogeneous users, we define two new models that are:
• probabilistic -statistical models of the different generating processes of heterogeneous, dynamic users,
• Markovian -behaviour is determined by current state, not process history,
• admixture -usage styles are complex and drawn from a probability distribution, representing individuals that move between different patterns during an observed trace.
The two models are called Population admixture model (PAM), which is an admixture of discrete-time Markov chains, and Generalised population admixture model (GPAM), which is an auto-regressive hidden Markov model.
Population Admixture Models (PAMs) and generalised PAMs
A pictorial representation of the PAM and GPAM models is given in Fig. 2 . Both models involve K latent states, and the same set of observed states in the component activity patterns. The main difference between the two models is the way in which activity patterns are combined: in PAM models, there is a set of distributions = {θ m } m=1,M , with θ m the distribution over the activity patterns for the m-th user trace, whereas in GPAM models there is a matrix A that indicates the likelihood of transition between the latent states (and thus between activity patterns).
The number of mixture components/activity patterns, K , is an exploratory tool: we do not try to find the "correct" or optimal value for K , instead we explore the variety of usage styles that are meaningful to software evaluation (e.g. we might develop distinct software versions for three or four different usage styles). We now define the models formally.
Definitions
Hidden Markov models do not include transitions between observed states, but only between hidden states. However the less common auto-regressive hidden Markov model (AR-HMM) [18] Let P be a population of user traces as defined in Section 2 and A the set of the labels of all events occurring in P. 
Definition 3 (AP). For any PAM
is a discrete-time Markov chain we call activity pattern. Fig. 3 illustrates structural differences between four Markov models, using graphical representation known as dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) [18, 19] horizontal edges indicate the time dependencies within each set of states. These simple examples do not exhibit the branching between observed states that is a strong feature of our models, but they serve to illustrate the following key differences. Traditional HMMs express relationships only between latent states, but not between observed states, so they are not suitable for our approach to modelling behavioural patterns. PAM models are admixtures of first-order Markov chains (DTMCs) that express relationships between observed states, with defining distributions over the latent states. In PAM models we can study the values for across all users or subpopulations thereof. However, it is not possible to relate changes to latent states to changes in the observed states. GPAM models are AR-HMMs, which express explicit relationships between both observed and latent states.
For clarity we note that our approach has two temporal aspects: data logging intervals and probabilistic transitions between observed states in the generated models, they should not be confused as they are at different scales. 
Parameter inference
The number of activity patterns K , the sets X and Y, and the function L are pre-determined for both PAM and GPAM.
The parameters we need to learn are: the observation matrix B and set of distributions for PAM, and the transition matrix A, observation matrix B, and initial distribution π for GPAM. We infer values for these parameters from the data set consisting of the population of user traces using statistical methods for maximum likelihoods, as follows.
Given a set P of user traces, we compute n × n transition-occurrence matrices for each trace α such that matrix position (i, j) is the number of times the subsequence α i α j (i.e. two adjacent event labels) occurs in α. This is simple to compute and is done once for each data set. This is the input data for parameter inference algorithm.
For PAM we employ the local non-linear optimisation Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm [20] for finding maximum likelihood parameters of observing each trace, restarting the algorithm whenever the log-likelihood has multiple-local maxima. EM converges provably to a local optimum of the criterion, in this case the likelihood function. For GPAM (AR-HMM) we employ the Baum-Welch algorithm [21] , which uses also the EM algorithm. We use EM, as opposed to say Markov chains Monte Carlo methods, because it is fast and computationally efficient for our kind of data.
From admixture models to PRISM models
PRISM is a probabilistic model checker [2] used for formal modelling and analysis of systems that exhibit random or probabilistic behaviour. Its high-level state-based modelling language supports a variety of probabilistic models, including DTMCs. PRISM also allows models to be augmented with rewards, which are positive real values assigned to states and transitions for the purpose of reasoning over expected values of these rewards.
In both admixture models PAM and GPAM, each activity pattern is a DTMC, therefore straightforwardly specifiable as a PRISM model or given as an input to PRISM in command line in a specific matrix format.
We can also encode a GPAM as a DTMC by flattening it as follows. We pair each observed state with a hidden state. The transition probability between two any such pairs of states (x, y) and (x , y ) is the probability of moving from hidden state x to hidden state x times the probability of moving between the observed states y to y while in the current hidden state
is a dummy that encodes the global initial distribution. This flattening operation shares similarities with the composition between an HMM and a deterministic finite state machine (see [22] ), however we are composing an HMM with a DTMC.
where:
is the initial observed state with the label UseStart,
For clarification, DTMCs are used at two levels of abstraction: to represent individual activity patterns and to represent the flattened GPAMs in which the activity patterns are embedded.
Assuming that the observed state with the label UseStart is 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ K and 0 ≤ j ≤ (n − 1), then the PRISM model specifying a GPAM has the following template:
Probabilistic temporal properties for analysis

Probabilistic logics and model checking: brief overview
We assume familiarity with the probabilistic logics PCTL and PCTL*, rewards, and model checking [2, 1] ; basic definitions are below.
Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic (PCTL) and its extension PCTL* allow one to express a probability measure of the satisfaction of a temporal property by a DTMC. Their syntax is the following: 
where a ranges over a set of atomic propositions,
This is a minimal set of operators; the propositional operators false, disjunction and implication can be derived. Two common derived path operators are: the eventually operator F where F ≤n ≡ true U ≤n and the always operator G where R r wd=? C ≤N computes the expected value of the reward named rwd accumulated along all paths within N time-steps, R r wd=? [ F ] computes the expected value of the reward named rwd accumulated along all paths until is satisfied. Filters check for properties that hold when starting from sets of states satisfying given propositions. In this paper we use state as the filter operator: e.g., filter(state, , condition) where is a state formula and condition a Boolean proposition uniquely identifying a state in the DTMC. In the following, for convenience, we refer to properties as rPCTL/PCTL/PCTL* properties, though strictly they also include PRISM operators. 
Classes of temporal properties
We categorise probabilistic temporal logic properties as either single activity pattern properties (SAP properties), which means they refer to behaviour within an activity pattern, or multiple activity pattern properties (MAP properties), which means they refer to behaviour that may involve several activity patterns in a flattened GPAM. The former reveal characteristics of each activity pattern, while the latter may reveal how or when users change activity patterns. It is important to note that we cannot check properties from the latter set on PAM models because PAMs include a distribution over activity patterns and not transition probabilities between activity patterns, as in GPAMs.
In order to distinguish between SAP and MAP properties, we define the following state formulae and rewards:
Observed state formulae
where ranges over the set of observed state labels A, j over the set of observed states identifiers {0, . . . , n − 1} and i over the set of hidden state identifiers {0, 1, . . . , K } (with 0 denoting a dummy hidden state in the DTMC flattening of a GPAM).
We define the following templates of reward structures for all values of j ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} and i ∈ {1, . . . , K }:
• rLabelj and rLabeljAPi for computing the expected number of visits to an observed state j and to a state (i, j) respectively, where Labelj has to be instantiated with the actual label of the observed state j, and • rSteps and rStepsAPi for computing the number of all time steps in the model and the number of all time steps in activity pattern i within a GPAM respectively. rewards "rLabelj" rewards "rLabeljAPi" rewards "rSteps" rewards "rStepsAPi" ( and StepCount, where the reward name stateRwd can be either rLabelj or rLabeljAPi, while stepRwd can be either rSteps or rStepsAPi. VisitProb computes the probability of visiting a state satisfying φ 2 within N steps when starting from the unique state satisfying φ 0 while φ 1 holds in all states visited. VisitCount computes the average number of visits to the state specified in the reward structure stateRwd when starting from the unique state satisfying φ 0 , taking at most N steps. StepCount computes the average number of steps taken from the unique state satisfying φ 0 until reaching a state satisfying φ 1 (if such a state is not reachable, then the cumulated reward is infinity). Table 2 illustrates some instances of the property classes in Table 1 . VPinit AP and VPinit GPAM are simple reachability properties for a particular state in either an activity pattern (AP) or a GPAM respectively. VCinit AP computes the expected number of visits to a state j in an AP, while VCinit GPAM computes only the number of visits to state j while in the pattern i in a GPAM. SCinit AP and SCinit GPAM compute the expected number of steps needed to reach a particular state in either an AP or a GPAM.
Examples of SAP and MAP properties
Two additional SAP properties instances of VisitProb and StepCount for reasoning over an activity pattern are:
for computing the probability of reaching observed state j 1 from j 0 within the same session; The following PCTL/PCTL* MAP properties apply to a flattened GPAM:
identifies observed states and patterns that lead to the end of the session with a high probability p. This is useful for studying user engagement analysis across different time intervals.
• Response GPAM :
checks for correlations between two properties that involve observable states and activity patterns: if eventually one property holds (for a period of time), then immediately afterwards, the second property holds.
• LongRunPattern GPAM : S =? [ x = i ] computes the long-run probability of being in each of the activity patterns. This can
give us more insight into the popularity of the patterns.
The parametrised properties presented in this section are not exhaustive, they are indicative of the kinds of hypotheses we can pose and are more than sufficient for our application. In particular, variants of the Response GPAM property would vary the number of steps until φ 2 holds with probability greater or equal to p, e.g., after one, or two, or five steps; we found the use of the next operator sufficiently discriminatory for the example software application considered in this paper (note that PRISM does not allow bounded until operators at that depth, e.g., P ≥p [F ≤N φ 2 ]). In the next section we describe how to interpret and compare temporal property results across the K activity patterns, and also longitudinal comparisons of results for models over different time intervals.
Interpreting and comparing property results
For a given data set, a value for K , and inferred model (either PAM of GPAM), we model check properties for each of the activity patterns. To aid interpretation of the quantitative results, we order them from "best" to "worst", which is greatest to least value for VisitProb and VisitCount and the least to greatest value for StepCount. This ordering reflects the judgements: a greater probability to visit a state (VisitProb), a greater number of state visits (VisitCount), and fewer steps to reach a state (StepCount) are all indicators of greater (user) interest in a state.
We encode the ordering using colours for maximum three activity patterns thus: blue, purple, orange, ranging from "best" results to "worse" results respectively. (For interpretation of the colours, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
We illustrate interpretation through a simple example based on the results we will present in Sect. 8. For the PAM model with K = 3, inferred from the data set corresponding to the second month of usage, assume we obtain these results for property VCinit AP and visit counts to an observed state labelled by OverallUsage within N = 50 time-steps: 13.03 for the first activity pattern, which we call AP1, 5.68 for the second activity pattern, which we call AP2, and 5.06 for the third activity pattern, which we call AP3. It is important to observe that AP1, AP2, and AP3 are simply labels that are local to that model. Using our colour coding, we have 13.03 for AP1, 5.68 for AP2, and 5.06 for AP3. These results are given in the first row, left hand side of Table 3 . Now consider longitudinal analysis -comparing property results for models inferred from data sets over different time intervals. We cannot simply compare the results for the ith activity pattern in one model with the results for the ith activity pattern in another model, because the order in which the activity patterns are inferred is non-deterministic (recall, for each data set we infer the observation probability matrix B). Specifically, the types of activity patterns may be generated in different orders, i.e. AP1, AP2, and AP3 are local, not global labels. Moreover, even when comparing property results for cor- responding activity patterns, we should not expect results to be identical, but rather they should have similar relationships to the results for the other activity patterns (for that model). Now consider the model PAM with K = 3 inferred from the third month of usage and the same property VCinit AP as above. The results are given in second row, left hand side of Table 3 : 0.83 for the first activity pattern AP1, 12.37 for the second activity pattern AP2, and 8.46 for the third activity pattern AP3. (Note, these are actual results.) Using our colour coding, we have 0.83 for AP1, 12.37 for AP2, and 8.46 for AP3. Again, the labels AP1, AP2, and AP3 are local.
It is easy to see from the colour coding that AP1 in the model from the first month is similar to AP2 in the model from the third month. On the right hand side of Table 3 we reorder the results using a global mapping to names Label1, Label2, Label3. It is usually helpful, after reviewing results for several properties, to introduce meaningful names for global labels such as Glancing or InDepth, for activity patterns. In this example it was straightforward to swap over results manually, however, this may not be straightforward for bulk, automated analysis, and when considering multiple properties. In the remainder of this paper we will report results in the order they were generated, unless it is simple and pertinent to reorder.
We now turn our attention to the example software application.
Example: AppTracker mobile app
AppTracker [3] is a personal productivity iOS mobile application that runs in the background, monitoring the opening and closing of (other) apps. It displays a series of charts and statistics, offering insight to users into the time spent on their device, the most used apps, how these stats fluctuate over time, etc. The main menu screen offers four main options (Fig. 4(a) ). The first menu item, Overall Usage, contains summaries of all the data recorded since AppTracker was installed and opens the views OverallUsage and Stats (Fig. 4(b) ). The second menu item, Last 7 Days, opens the view StackedBars and displays a chart indicating activity recorded over the last 7 days. The third menu item, Select by Period, opens the view PeriodSelector and shows statistics for a selected period of time. For example, this could be which apps were used most since last Saturday, or how time spent on Facebook varied each day last month, or hourly device usage for a particular day (Fig. 4(c) ). The final menu option, Settings, allows a user to start and stop the tracker, or to reset their recorded data. We are interested in the 16 user-initiated events that switch between views and start and stop a session, as illustrated by the state diagram in Fig. 5 . These events determine the atomic propositions used in our models as described the following The log data are stored in a MySQL database by the SGLog framework. Raw data is extracted from the database and processed using JavaScript to obtain user traces in the following JSON format: information about the user's device, start and end data of AppTracker usage, and list of sessions. For example, the start of a user trace may look like the following: 
.]}]
AppTracker was first released in August 2013 and downloaded over 35,000 times; our data sets are taken from a sample of 322 users traces during 2013 and 2014. The maximum session count over all the traces is 129, the minimum was limited to 5.
For learning parameters of the PAM and GPAM models for different time intervals (first month, second month, third month) and values for K (2, 3, 4, and 5), the EM algorithm was restarted 200 times with 100 maximum number of iterations for each restart. As example performance, we implemented the algorithm for GPAM parameters in Java and ran it on a 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon (single thread, one core); for the data set consisting of the first month of usage (332 user traces), the algorithm takes 3.2 min for K = 2, 4.1 min for K = 3, and 5.3 min for K = 4. Fig. 6 illustrates state-transition diagrams of all K = 3 activity patterns in a GPAM, where the thickness of the transitions corresponding to ranges of probability: the thicker the line, the higher the probability of that transition. Note that this illustration does not include the probabilistic transitions between the hidden states.
Example analysis
Analysis is hypothesis driven, drawing on the properties defined in Sect. 5. We have found a useful approach is: consider the single activity pattern properties initially in PAM and GPAM models, then multiple activity pattern properties in GPAM models, followed by the distribution of activity patterns in PAM models. For illustration, we consider data sets for three different time intervals (1st month, 2nd month, 3rd month of usage), and compare the results for PAM and GPAM models.
For simplicity, assume N = 50 for all time-bounded properties. Previous PAM analyses for AppTracker [23] include values for N ranging from 10 to 150 with step-size 10; from those results we concluded that, for the AppTracker data, N = 50 is sufficiently discriminatory. If the result of model checking a reward-based property does not produce a number (due to state unreachability, or filter satisfying no states, or the iterative method not converging within 100,000 iterations) this is denoted by "-".
The goal of this section is to give a flavour of the types of analysis possible and an indication of how to iterate through combinations of model and property, rather than a comprehensive analysis of the AppTracker app usage. For this reason, some interpretations are given here without full detail, and some results are consigned to the Appendix and on the website at http://www.dcs .gla .ac .uk /research /S4 /tasum. Table 5 are indicative of the average session count and the average session length respectively.
Single activity pattern properties for PAM and GPAM
Global labels for activity patterns in PAM with K = 2
Based on the results listed in Tables 4 and 5 we identify two distinct activity pattern labels as follows:
Browsing corresponds to more likely, more often, and more quickly reaching the states OverallUsage and Stats, thus more high-level stats visualisations with shorter and more frequent sessions (than the InDepth pattern).
InDepth corresponds to more likely, more often, and more quickly reaching StackedBars and PeriodSelector, thus more in-depth stats visualisation with longer and less frequent sessions (than the Browsing pattern).
Under this interpretation, for the first month of usage data AP1 is an InDepth pattern and AP2 a Browsing pattern, while for the second month and the third month of usage AP1 is a Browsing pattern and AP2 an InDepth pattern.
Further investigations for PAM with K = 2
Observe that state Stats does not fall clearly into one pattern or the other. We discussed this with the designers of the AppTracker app and found out that Stats does not show much information until after the first month, i.e. there are no statistics to inspect during the first month. We investigated further the behaviour involving Stats and the states specific to each of patterns by analysing the properties VPsession AP (Table 6 ) and SCstate2state AP (Table 7) for PAM models with K = 2 and second month of usage. The results of the VPsession AP properties involving Stats score better in InDepth (AP2) than in Browsing (AP1). The average step counts as computed by SCstate2state AP shows that Stats is reached in fewer steps in the InDepth pattern and also the session is longer when Stats is visited (10.87 steps until the end of the session in InDepth than 1.55 steps in OverallUsage). We conclude that in the second month of usage, the state Stats is more characteristic of the InDepth activity pattern, while in the first and the third month of usage Stats is characteristic of the Browsing pattern.
Global labels for activity patterns in PAM with K = 3
We now consider PAM models for K = 3 and first, second and third month of usage; results are in the Appendix in Table A . 13 . From these results we identify a new type of pattern that we label as Glancing. This pattern is centred around Table 6 Results for VPsession AP on PAM with K = 2 and second month of usage: probability to reach one state from another within the same session. Table 7 Results for SCstate2state AP on PAM with K = 2 and second month of usage: average step counts from one state to another. a particular state which scores very good results while the other states score poorly; usually the Glancing pattern in PAM is also characterised by the shortest and most frequent sessions. When we examine the results over different time intervals, we find some interesting results. In the first month of usage the three activity patterns are mapped (respectively) to InDepth, Browsing, Glancing (around OverallUsage); in the second month of usage they are mapped to Glancing (around OverallUsage), InDepth, and Browsing; and in the third month of usage they are mapped to Glancing (around StackedBars), Glancing (around OverallUsage), and InDepth.
It is beyond the scope of this paper, but we note briefly that these results prompted further investigations into the different relationships between states in each Glancing like pattern, using properties VPsession AP and SCstate2state AP , as well as extending the analysis to other states (that are one level down in the hierarchical menu) such as UBCOverallUsage, UBCStats, AppsInPeriod, and UBCApps.
Activity pattern analysis in GPAM
We analyse the individual patterns of GPAM in a similar way to PAM. We consider results for VPinit AP , VCinit AP , SCinit AP for states OverallUsage, StackedBars, PeriodSelector, Stats, UseStop, on GPAM with K = 2. Tables 8 and 9 give results. For the first month of usage, AP1 is labelled as a Browsing pattern and AP2 an InDepth pattern. For the second and the third months of usage, AP1 is an InDepth pattern and AP2 a Browsing pattern. When we analyse the activity patterns in GPAM with K = 3, see Table A. 14 in the appendix, we uncover a new type of pattern, which we call Loop, for AP2 in the first month of usage. The fact that VCinit AP and SCinit AP score poorly for this pattern (as opposed to a Browsing pattern) led us to investigate more observed states and properties. We found that
UBCOverallUsage has similar results to OverallUsage, leading us to conclude that AP2 in the first month of usage corresponds to repeatedly switching between OverallUsage and UBCOverallUsage; this pattern is less glancing-like and more in-depth stats visualisation. The global labels of the patterns for GPAM K = 3 are mapped (respectively) as follows:
for the first month of usage, they are mapped to InDepth, Loop, and Browsing; for the second month of usage, they are mapped to Glancing (around OverallUsage), InDepth, Browsing; for the third month, they are mapped to Browsing, Glancing (around StackedBars), and InDepth.
The two glancing patterns we identified (centred around the states OverallUsage and StackedBars) might suggest that we are merely uncovering the top level menu structure where Overall Usage (mapped to the observed state OverallUsage) is the top-level button and Last 7 Days (mapped to StackedBars) is the second button from the top. However, when analysing admixture models for K = 3 and higher, we did not find a pattern solely centred around the state PeriodSelector (abstracting the events generated by pressing the third button from the top, Select by Period) without including StackedBars. And so we conclude that activity patterns do not correspond directly to the top-level menu structure. We now turn our attention to the additional properties we can investigate in GPAM.
Multiple activity pattern properties for GPAM
Recall that MAP properties can also refer to hidden state variables. In Section 5 we defined the property classes VisitProb, VisitCount, and StepCount which can be instantiated into MAP properties VPinit GPAM , VCinit GPAM , and SCinit GPAM (see Table 2 ), as well as the MAP properties State2end GPAM , Response GPAM , and LongRunPattern GPAM . We already showed how properties of the former class can be analysed and interpreted, now we focus on the latter set of MAP properties.
Likelihood of observed state to lead to end of session
The State2end GPAM property computes the probability p that always from a screen view j in a pattern i, eventually, without changing the pattern, the session ends, therefore helps us to identify most likely screen views (observed states) and patterns that diminish user engagement (i.e. lead to end of the session). Table 10 lists the results for State2end GPAM on GPAM with K = 2 for the first and second months of usage, where − denotes that the property is evaluated to false.
For the first month of usage (and this also holds for all time intervals starting from first day of usage), the states Stats, UBCOverallUsage and UBCApps are the most likely to disengage users in Browsing patterns where the probabilities p to do so are the highest over all states (see in bold), while in the InDepth pattern the property either does not hold, or it holds for close to zero values of p. While for the screen views corresponding to the states UBCOverallUsage and UBCApps this effect was expected because of their lowest level in the hierarchical menu, we were intrigued by the results for Stats. We discussed these results with the designers and again concluded they were a consequence of few statistics being available during the first month. The designers subsequently suggested changing the monthly Stats view to show something engaging (e.g. default illustrations of monthly stats and/or quick tutorial) up until the first 30 days of usage, so that users do not disengage and end the session. During the second month of usage, for K = 2 the probabilities p are similar for both patterns, except for the states UBCOverallUsage and UBCApps for which the property does not hold because UBCOverallUsage does not occur in the InDepth pattern nor does UBCApps in the Browsing pattern.
Response property
The property Response GPAM checks for correlations between two state formulae that involve observable states and/or activity patterns: if eventually one property holds (for a period of time), then immediately afterwards, the second property
holds. An example of such state formulae are φ 1 = StackedBars ∧ (x = i) and φ 2 = PeriodSelector ∧ (x = i); in this case Response GPAM computes the probability p that once StackedBars is reached in pattern i then PeriodSelector is also reached in pattern i in the next state. We also consider the reverse property where φ 1 = PeriodSelector ∧ (x = i) Table 11 Results for Response GPAM on GPAMs: probabilities that PeriodSelector is a response to StackedBars (StackedBars ⇒ PeriodSelector) and probabilities that StackedBars is a response to PeriodSelector (PeriodSelector ⇒ StackedBars).
Usage month
StackedBars ⇒ PeriodSelector PeriodSelector ⇒ StackedBars Table 12 Results for LongRunPattern GPAM on GPAM with K = 2 and K = 3.
Usage month and φ 2 = StackedBars ∧ (x = i). Table 11 lists the results of analysing Response GPAM on GPAMs for K = 2 and K = 3 both ways: PeriodSelector as response for StackedBars and StackedBars as response for PeriodSelector.
We investigated whether StackedBars and PeriodSelector are always associated with InDepth, or if they are characteristic of different patterns (in which case our analysis would simply uncover the high level menu structure of the app). Based on the global labels we assigned to the patterns, we observe that for K = 2 in the second and the third month of usage StackedBars is more likely to be followed by PeriodSelector in InDepth pattern (AP2) than it is in the Browsing pattern (AP3); the same holds for StackedBars as a response to PeriodSelector which is more likely in the InDepth pattern than in the Browsing pattern. For K = 3 we see a high probability of StackedBars to be a response to PeriodSelector in the InDepth patterns AP1/1st month and AP2/2nd month and the Glancing (around StackedBars) pattern AP2/3rd month; however the probability that PeriodSelector is a response to StackedBars is lower in InDepth patterns compared to Overall patterns. These results support a conclusion we formulated earlier: that while we found patterns centred around StackedBars, we did not found patterns centred around PeriodSelector without involving StackedBars. Therefore our admixture model for K = 3 did not uncover the high-level menu structure of the app, i.e., a pattern for each of the buttons Overall Usage (state OverallUsage), Last 7 Days (state StackedBars), and Select by Period (state PeriodSelector).
Steady state property
The last MAP property we consider is LongRunPattern GPAM , which computes the steady-state probability for each of the patterns. The results are listed in Table 12 . For GPAM with K = 2 we see a higher prevalence for an exploratory behaviour (AP1 is Browsing) in the first usage month, than during the subsequent usage months (AP2 is a Browsing pattern in both second and third month). For GPAM with 3 components, it is only in the third month (when the usage behaviour settles down) that the InDepth pattern prevails (see AP3); for the first month of usage, the Loop pattern around OverallUsage (AP2) and the Browsing pattern (AP3) score slightly better as these patterns correspond to an expected initial exploratory behaviour; for the second month of usage, the Glancing pattern around OverallUsage (AP1) prevails (this could be explained by the richer information offered by the Stats screen view after the first month).
Finally, we return to the PAM model and consider the distribution of activity patterns.
Pattern distribution analysis for PAM
PAM models include a distribution over all activity patterns, for each user trace. We compare the overall distributions across the first, second, and third usage month, for K = 2 in Fig. 7 . We note in Fig. 7 that the θ distributions for the activity pattern AP1 in the first month of usage as well as for the activity pattern AP2 in the second and third month of usage have a concave appearance. Previous analyses showed that they correspond to InDepth activity patterns, while their counterparts (with a convex appearance) correspond to Browsing per activity pattern and usage month for PAM with K = 2: the plotted values are ordered non-decreasingly, thus the x-axis corresponds to the user ordinal in the (i) vector after ordering, while the y-axis corresponds to the values in the (i) vector after ordering, where i is either 1 for AP1 or 2 for AP2. For instance, in the top-left plot, the 100th user trace in the (1) vector after ordering is mapped to the value a 100 = 0.39. activity patterns. In addition this tells us that the InDepth activity pattern is more likely than the Browsing activity pattern, especially in the second month of usage because there are more user traces with the θ value very close or equal to 1 than user traces with the θ value very close or equal to 0. This corroborates the result from the LongRunPattern GPAM analysis above in the second and the third month of usage. We can also compare longitudinally the number of user traces exhibiting mostly only one activity pattern (probability very close or equal to 1). For instance, in the second month of usage almost 23% user traces are exclusively of type InDepth while in the first month the proportion is 11% and the third month 13%. The higher percentage of almost exclusive InDepth activity pattern in the second month of usage could be explained by high user interest in particular content available only after one month of usage (e.g. in the information provided in the Stats view).
Summary of analysis
It is easy to get lost in the plethora of detailed results. We summarise them as follows.
When K = 2, the two types of activity patterns are InDepth and Browsing. In the first month of usage, likelihoods of the two patterns are very close, for both PAM and GPAM models, however in second and third months the InDepth pattern was more prevalent for PAM. Within Browsing, the states most likely to lead to disengagement during the first month of usage are Stats, UBCOverallUsage, and UBCApps.
We had not anticipated the effect of the new content available in Stats after the first month -indeed, we were unaware there was any new content until we studied the analysis results! The new content (or absence) appears to have a profound effect on engagement (when in Browsing) and the focus of attention (when in InDepth in the second month).
When K = 3, we identified other types of activity patterns in addition to the InDepth and Browsing patterns. An interesting finding for this software application is that the activity patterns we uncovered did not follow the top level menu structure. This has prompted discussions and further research within the app design team about the role and impact of hierarchical menus on user interactions (e.g. should the top-level menu structure support the activity patterns?). We also uncovered a loop between the states OverallUsage and UBCOverallUsage (see AP2 in GPAM with K = 3 first month of usage), which is characteristic of an in-depth visualisation behaviour and not so much to glancing; therefore this type of visualisation could be moved from the OverallUsage-submenu to one of the in-depth type submenu items in order to make a clearer separation of app usage in the menu. Another finding concerns the way we segment the data set: the first month of usage does not provide insight as clear as the second and the third usage month; this is due to many users still exploring the app in the first month, while the users using the app for longer periods of time are more engaged and usually have a more settled/consistent behaviour. Therefore either breaking down the first month into smaller data set, e.g. by first day and by each of the four weeks, and/or selecting only those user traces continuing up to the third month of usage, could be more meaningful, Finally we note that by identifying typical glancing patterns and the specific screens that users look at when they are undertaking short sessions of glancing-type behaviour, our approach may offer a principled way of selecting content appropriate for widget extensions.
All property analysis results discussed or mentioned in this paper, including the parameters for the models, the PRISM models and the PRISM properties, are listed on the website http://www.dcs .gla .ac .uk /research /S4 /tasum.
Discussion
Which models, which properties We have found it useful to begin analysis with SAP properties, followed by MAP properties and then pattern distributions. In our experience, starting with SAP properties gives us insight into the semantics of the patterns, which then motivates the selection of further SAP and the MAP properties. As with all hypothesis driven discovery, the results of one property (i.e. experiment) often motivates the design of the next property to be studied (i.e. another experiment). For example, the results in Table 4 for PAM models with K = 2 concerning to the state Stats were not clear as to which type of pattern it is more characteristic in the second month of usage. This led us to investigate two more properties: likelihood of going from Stats to any of the states highly characteristic of each pattern within the same session (see VPsession AP in Table 6 ) and the average number of steps from Stats to other states and vice versa (see SCstate2state AP in Table 7) .
We note that while GPAM models are a generalisation of PAM models, the distinctive contribution of PAM is the user trace distribution, which gives us more detailed information than (GPAM) steady-state properties. For example it can reveal which user traces are "interesting" and should be investigated further. This is beyond the scope of this paper, but such investigations involve checking properties of selected individual user traces, for example those that have engaged for a long/short time period, and/or defining sub-populations according to ranges of θ and checking properties on models inferred from that sub-population.
Choice of number of activity patterns The patterns are inferred by standard statistical methods based on non-linear optimisation. We do not model for predictability, for two reasons. First, because there is no true model of the generating process, but one that is posited based on known characteristics such as the sequential nature of user-initiated application events. This requires us to study the time-series behaviour that has been logged from a probabilistic perspective. Second, our goal is not to predict future behaviour, but indeed to influence future behaviour through (possible) redesign of application that, for example, either makes desirable/common behaviour easier to attain, or undesirable/rare behaviour harder. The number K of admixture components is an important exploratory tool. We do not try to define an optimal (statistical) value for K, but rather use it to reflect the variety of usage styles that are meaningful in the context of the software application we study. Typically, we have considered models with up to K = 5 activity patterns.
Longitudinal and other types of analysis Our example indicates results may be sensitive to the chosen time interval for logged data. Common sense indicates this is to be expected, for example differences between the first day of use and use after several weeks. However, there may be software-specific temporal sensitivities, for example, our application analysis revealed an unanticipated sensitivity in the first month and the second months of usage.
We note there are other (static) categorisations such as device type, timezone, length of user trace in number of sessions, frequency of sessions, and average length of sessions, to name a few. These of course can be combined with our approach.
Complexity We remark that the complexity of models does not depend on the data but on the underlying functionality of the software. Our example software involved 16 observed states and this was easily tractable.
Related work Our work was initially motivated by an empirical study of simplicial mixtures modelling webpage browsing and telephone usage modelling [6] for capturing common behavioural patterns in event streams. Based on this work, a hidden Markov model for automatic classification of software behaviour was suggested in [7] as possible future work. To our knowledge, no one else investigated admixture models for modelling software usage behaviour. The closest related work is [12] where DTMC models of user behaviour are based on static user attributes rather than on inferred behaviours, assuming within-class use to be homogeneous, whereas we demonstrate within-class variation. Recently [15] studied a simple Markov state transition model for smartphone usage with four states (on, off, locked, unlocked), which was constructed based on computing the frequencies of each bigram in the event stream. Another strand of recent work is focused in inferring probabilistic behavioural models (as DTMCs) for software systems using k-means clustering [24] and MapReduce [25] .
Zang et al. [26] extended probabilistic model checking to HMMs, this is not applicable as we are interested in properties involving both latent and observed states; moreover, we do not analyse properties directly on AR-HMMs, but on their flattened version as DTMCs. The two hidden Markov models we use, PAM and GPAM, are examples of dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) [18, 19] . DBNs can be analysed using Bayesian statistical model checking [27] , however our models are easily encoded and analysed using probabilistic model checking. Extensive works on inferring parameters for first-order HMM models (as DBNs) from user traces for runtime verification purposes can be found in [28, 22] , however we are looking at a different class of HMM, namely admixture models, for identifying and analysing usage models within a population of user traces.
Recent works on modelling human mobility [29, 30] use Markov models to generate spatio-temporal patterns including information on periodicity, duration, and number of visits as well as distribution of distances. Their data sets are somewhat similar to our user traces of software interaction, with spatial location mapping to software interaction events. Our Markovian models are simpler as they are time-homogeneous, allowing us to use probabilistic temporal logic for analysing and characterising them.
The work presented in this paper builds on three previous studies: initial results for AppTracker analysis using PAM models [23] , analysis of individual user models with application to a mobile game application [14] , and formal definitions for PAM and GPAM, with some initial analysis results [31] .
Conclusions
We have defined two new data-driven models and probabilistic temporal logic properties to answer the research question: how can we model and understand the ways in which users interact with software? Our models are Markovian admixtures that include both observed and latent states and are based on inferring a finite number of activity patterns from sequences of user interactions (called user traces). In the PAM models, the activity patterns are encoded directly as DTMCs and a distribution is defined over them for each user trace. In the GPAM models, the activity patterns are the observation probability matrices in an auto-regressive hidden Markov model. Given sets of user traces over different time intervals (e.g. first month of usage, second month of usage), model parameters are learnt using the Expectation-Maximisation and Baum-Welch algorithms. Single activity pattern properties encapsulate hypotheses about behaviours within an activity, for example the number of steps from one state to another. Multiple activity pattern properties encapsulate more complex hypotheses that may involve several activity patterns, for example the likelihood of changing activity pattern after visiting a particular state.
Through a real-life example software application and logged user traces from 322 users of AppTracker, we have demonstrated how different combinations of data set, model, and temporal property reveal insights into how users actually use software. The results have proved useful for the particular application and sometimes the results were unexpected, for example the interpretations of the different activity patterns and how their distribution varies over different months of usage, and when activity patterns do or do not relate to the functionality of top level user menus. We simply did not have the tools to perform this type of analysis previously.
We conclude that by modelling and analysing the different generating process of software usage over a dynamic, heterogeneous population of users, we have developed new and effective tools for understanding how software is actually used.
Future work will include investigating the limits of tractability, predictability of behaviours, and application to other types of interactive system. 
